
Reduce resistance to organizational change

Access
In a volatile business environment, corporations are often left with no other choice than adjusting their own organizations and structures in order to continue
delivering added value to their stakeholders (clients, employees, shareholders). Managers have then the key responsibility to help their teams navigate those
organizational changes by: communicating clearly and repeatedly about the change (What? Why? How?) and related progress, identifying the factors creating
resistance or friction for the team and staff, engaging the team members in proposing solutions to overcome the various obstacles, adjusting goals when necessary.

Lack of vision regarding the negative consequences of not changing
 Staff may not understand the risk and impacts of not changing if not provided with the relevant information, offering thus resistance

 “What are the short/mid/long-term consequences of not changing for the company, department, team,myself?”

 Recommendation:without unnecessary exaggeration, share transparently the possible consequences if the change is not executed

Personal interest in keeping the current state and not changing
 Letting things go and accepting new things for the staff may create a personal image discrepancy or identification gap raising resistance

 “What I’m now asked to do is no longer what I identify myself to, what I’m proud of, what I’ve been coming everyday at work for…”

 Recommendation:work at an individual level to get possible identity gaps expressed and then support your staff in finding the way forward

Lack of vision about the benefit of changing
 If not properly explained, the staff may not visualize the value of changing for himself, the team, the company, generating thus friction

 “Why learning new methods or changing habits, colleagues, duties…? What are the expected benefits?”

 Recommendation: state clearly the expected positive outcomes of the change, assess and communicate results, work on quick wins

Perception of inadequacy between the change hurdles and the resource available to cope with those obstacles
 Even if one understands what calls for a change, one may be reluctant to undergo the change if feeling unable to do so

 “What are the expected challenges and difficulties I will face? Which resources will I be provided with to overcome those obstacles?”

 Recommendation: communicate the identified challenges and available resources, regularly seek feedbacks and ideas from the team
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Clinical psychology commonly attributes the resistance to change to four possible reasons that managers need to focus on when undergoing organizational changes:
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